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[1] The proton aurora imager SI-12 on the IMAGE spacecraft occasionally observes
subauroral morning proton spots (SAMPS) that rotate with 70–95% of the Earth’s
corotation speed. Coincident particle measurements by DMSP confirm the source to be
pure precipitating protons with mean energies likely above the detector limit of 30 keV.
The spots appear in the recovery phase after magnetic storms and last for 1–4 hours in the
magnetic local time region of 0300–1200 hours. The latitude location is strongly related
to the minimum Dst of the previous geomagnetic storm with the lowest latitude
observations after the strongest storms. The rotation speed is related to the latitude (L shell)
of the spots with the largest corotation lags for spots that map to the largest L shells.
IMAGE-EUV observations of the plasmasphere indicate a relationship with density
gradients in the expanding plasmasphere after magnetic storms. We interpret these spots as
the result of wave-particle interaction. As one likely process, we suggest the interaction of
ring current protons with electromagnetic ion-cyclotron (EMIC) waves as a result of
the expansion and subrotation of the dense, cold plasmasphere ions. The appearance of
subauroral proton spots is therefore a consequence of the plasmasphere refilling after
geomagnetic storms. INDEX TERMS: 2704 Magnetospheric Physics: Auroral phenomena (2407); 2768

Magnetospheric Physics: Plasmasphere; 2788 Magnetospheric Physics: Storms and substorms; 2716
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1. Introduction

[2] The aurora generally occurs in an oval between 60�
and 75� magnetic latitude in both hemispheres. In addition,
there are many other types of localized aurora at high
latitude separated from the auroral oval. Most of these
features like polar cap arcs [Kullen et al., 2002], polar cap
patches [Walker et al., 1999], or high-latitude dayside aurora
(HiLDA) [Frey et al., 2004] occur during quiet geomagnetic
conditions. FUV observations from the IMAGE spacecraft
have also revealed several low-latitude auroras like the
afternoon detached auroral arcs [Immel et al., 2002; Burch
et al., 2002; Spasojevic et al., 2004] and dayside detached
arcs/proton flashes [Zhang et al., 2002; Hubert et al., 2003],
the latter being a phenomenon of the arrival of a very strong
disturbance in the solar wind.
[3] The plasmasphere is that magnetospheric region

where the magnitude of the corotation electric field greatly
exceeds the convection electric field and magnetic flux

tubes are connected to the ionosphere for times of the order
of days. The plasmapause, with its sharp gradient of cold
plasma density and a decreasing magnetic field, is consid-
ered a significant source region of electromagnetic ion
cyclotron wave (EMIC) generation [Fraser and Nguyen,
2001]. These waves occur predominantly in the afternoon
(1400–1600 MLT) and at L values of 3–8 with the highest
occurrence around L = 6–7. The waves can resonate with
the local hot ion population of the adjacent ring current and
were shown to cause afternoon subauroral arcs from pitch
angle scattering of energetic ions [Spasojevic et al., 2004].
[4] Here we report a new proton auroral feature. Occa-

sionally, the IMAGE-FUV instrument observes subauroral
morning proton spots (SAMPS). We will describe seven
observations with their main properties, demonstrate their
relation to plasmaspheric refilling after geomagnetic storms,
and discuss interaction with EMIC waves as a possible
cause. We will use observations made by the FUV [Mende
et al., 2000] and EUV [Sandel et al., 2000] instruments on
the IMAGE spacecraft.

2. Observations

[5] Figure 1 shows examples of SAMPS from 5 separate
days, mapped to geomagnetic coordinates. SAMPS are very
localized regions of enhanced Doppler-shifted Lyman-alpha
emission well separated from the auroral oval at the low-
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latitude morning sector. The size of these spots in the
original proton aurora images is 2–3 pixels in each direc-
tion. As this is comparable to the size of the point spread
function of the SI-12 imager, it is impossible to exactly
determine the size of these spots. However, they appear to
be less than 300 km in diameter. The spots are not very
bright (less than 700 R) and are only visible due to the very

low instrument background of the proton imager. Most of
the time they appear suddenly within 2–3 images and
change considerably in brightness. When they occur in
the predawn region where the dayglow background is
greatly reduced, they are also recognizable in the ‘‘electron
aurora’’ images of FUV-WIC. This point will be further
discussed later. All major properties of seven separate

Figure 1. Examples of subauroral morning proton spots (SAMPS) observations on 5 different days. The
bottom row shows proton and ‘‘electron’’ aurora images acquired simultaneously. The top images also
show the DMSP ground tracks and the position at the time of image integration by the asterisks.

Table 1. Major Properties of Subauroral Morning Proton Spots (SAMPS) Observations in IMAGE-FUVa

2000–240
08–27

2000–264
09–20

2001–059
02–28

2001–209
07–28

2001–330
11–26

2002–215
08–03

2002–249
09–06

UT 0249–0528 1103–1223 0440–0725 1840–2020 0614–1028 1732–2120 0144–0221
Duration, h 2:39 1:20 2:45 1:40 4:14 3:48 0:37
Geog. Lat. 73.7 55.3 69.5 59.8 46.3 58.6 69.7
Geog. Lon. 90.8 329.7 29.9 253.4 290.6 235.4 134.5
Mag. Lat. 68.2� 56.9� 65.6� 68.3� 56.3� 63.0� 63.5�
L Shell 7.2 3.3 5.8 7.3 3.2 4.8 5.0

hMLTi 1030 1045 0840 1130 0430 1000 1050

Dst, nT �5 �31 �4 4 �67 �12 �20
Min. Dst, nT �24 �201 �37 �29 �221 �96 �104
Kp 1o 2+ 1o 0+ 2� 2o 2�
Corotation, % 78 92 72 78 88,85 88 95

aLocations are always given as the median values during the whole observation interval.
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SAMPS observations are summarized in Table 1. Locations
are always given as the median values during the whole
observation periods.
[6] For two of the events we show the major solar wind

and spot properties. On 27 August 2000 the SAMPS was
observed for more than 2.5 hours and moved from 0900 to
1100 hours MLT (Figure 2). We used the MLT location to
determine the corotation speed. The slope of the fitted line
gives 78% of the corotation speed. The geomagnetic lati-
tude did not change significantly over the observation
period. The time-lagged IMF was northward and changed
from positive to negative By just before the proton aurora
imager was turned on and SAMPS was recognizable in the
first images.
[7] On 26 November 2001 the first SAMPS was visible

�1 hour after the start of auroral observations (Figure 3).
The IMF Bz changed from negative to positive and By

changed from positive to negative during this observation.
The motion of this spot occurred with 88% of the corotation
speed until it disappeared below the visibility threshold of
the proton aurora images. About half an hour later a new
spot appeared at a slightly different location (1� latitude, 6�
longitude) and rotated with 85% of the corotation speed.
[8] On 6 September 2002 the DMSP F15 spacecraft

passed above the simultaneously observed SAMPS (see

Figure 1, top left panel). The satellite first crossed a rather
weak auroral oval between 77� and 69� magnetic latitude
before encountering SAMPS at 63� magnetic latitude
(0202) with a pure high-energy proton precipitation
(Figure 4). It is impossible to determine the mean energy
of the proton distribution because the proton fluxes are
enhanced from 10 keV out to the detection threshold of the
instrument at 30 keV. Therefore the protons have at least
20 keV mean energy but that is likely higher.
[9] In another instance on 27 August 2000 the DMSP F14

spacecraft passed above the simultaneously observed
SAMPS (see Figure 1, top right panel). The satellite first
crossed a very weak auroral oval between 76� and 71�
magnetic latitude before encountering SAMPS at 68� mag-
netic latitude (0435) with a weak low-energy and strong
high-energy proton precipitation and a weak electron com-
ponent at the high-latitude border of SAMPS (Figure 4).
Again, there is a cutoff at the ion detector high-energy limit
of 30 keV.
[10] Simultaneous images of the plasmasphere by

IMAGE-EUV were obtained on 26 November 2001 and on
3 August 2002 and reveal a relationship between the SAMPS
and structures of the plasmapause. Figure 5 shows examples
how the SAMPS observed in five consecutive FUV frames
(images every 2 min) map to the magnetic equatorial plane
together with the EUV plasmasphere mapping (10 min
integration). The dynamic range was exaggerated to clearly
show the outer plasmasphere structures. The squares in the
image represent the size of the spots when they are
mapped from the ionosphere to the magnetic equator. On
26 November the EUV image shows a bulge [Sandel et

Figure 2. Summary of solar wind magnetic field and
SAMPS properties on 27 August 2000. The top panel shows
the time propagated ACE IMF measurements of Bz (solid
line) and By (dashed line). The next panels show the
maximum SI-12 instrument counts in the SAMPS and its
geomagnetic latitude and local time. The bottom panel also
shows the least squares fit to the MLT location that was
used to determine the corotation speed as a dashed line.

Figure 3. The same as Figure 3 for 26 November 2001.
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al., 2003] around 0500–0600 MLT and a notch at 0300–
0400 MLT in the morning plasmapause. The SAMPS map
into this notch with an approximate mapped size of 0.5 Re.
As the SAMPS corotated over time they later appeared to
be related to a plasmapause notch at 1000 MLT (not
shown). However, this notch coincided with the boundary
between two of the EUV detectors and was not as obvious
as in this 0806 UT example.
[11] On 3 August the EUV image shows a shoulder at

0900 local time. The shoulder extends out to about L = 4
and the SAMPS maps to the same location at larger
distances of L = 4–5. Owing to the higher magnetic latitude
when compared with the 26 November case, the mapped
size of the spots is now �1 Re. Within these limits, the
mapped locations basically overlap. An important question
is if the precipitation is the result of a single localized source
or a distribution of hot spots within the same region of
plasmaspheric structures. However, for these two cases this
question can not be answered with certainty.
[12] The SI-12 images were analyzed for the average

rotational speed of the SAMPS (Figure 6). The average
speed was 88% of corotation. Independently, the EUV
images were analyzed to determine the average rotational

speed of the shoulder with a result of 94% of corotation.
This result is in agreement with previous reports of plasma-
spheric rotational speeds and especially in good agreement
with the SAMPS corotational speed. This fact supports the
relationship between the appearance and motion of SAMPS
and plasmaspheric structures.
[13] The 26 November 2001 event is not as clear because

the gradient in the plasmaspheric notch is not very large.
The notch structure appears and disappears in some EUV
images and, as already mentioned above, later coincided
with the boundary between two EUV detectors. Also, from
FUV we know that the spot disappears and appears again at
a slightly different location. A determination of the notch
rotational speed was therefore impossible.

3. Discussion

[14] Observations of radial density structures (notches) of
the plasmasphere have shown a rotation rate at L = 2–3
with an average lag to corotation of 10–15% [Sandel et al.,
2003] or 30% [Adrian et al., 2004]. The ionospheric
disturbance dynamo was identified as the cause of this lag
[Burch et al., 2004]. As the SAMPS observations show an

Figure 4. (a) Particle measurements by DMSP F15 on 6 September 2002 for precipitating electrons and
ions. The satellite first crossed a rather weak auroral oval between 77� and 69� magnetic latitude before
encountering SAMPS at 63� magnetic latitude with a pure high-energy proton precipitation. (b) The same
as Figure 4a for DMSP F14 on 27 August 2000.
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identical corotation lag of 10–30%, it is intriguing to
assume a strong relationship between plasmaspheric density
structures and SAMPS.
[15] Ions of gyrofrequency wc

+ can interact with ion
cyclotron waves of frequency w if w < wc

+. The resonance
energy ER can be calculated as [Kennel and Petschek,
1966]:

ER ¼ EMag

wþ
c

w

� �2

1� w
wþ
c

� �3

ð1Þ

with the magnetic energy per particle

EMag ¼
B2

2mon
¼ 1

2
mv2A: ð2Þ

Here n is the ion number density and vA is the Alfvén speed
of the ions. The SAMPS during our observations map to L =
3–7. If we perform a consistency check with an equatorial
magnetic field of 500 nT at L = 4 and a density of 100 cm�3,
we obtain a magnetic energy per particle of 6.2 keV. The
DMSP data indicate that the precipitating protons have
mean energies above 30 keV, and in order to fulfill the
resonance criterion, the frequency ratio in that case has to be
w
wþ
c
	 0.28. This is not an unreasonable value, especially as

we do not know exactly the total ion density at the location
of the resonance. With the above numbers we get a proton
cyclotron frequency of wc

+ = 48 s�1 and therefore a period of
the resonating wave of 0.5 s. This period is in the range of
Pc1 magnetic fluctuations and may be another evidence for
a relation between optical auroral emissions and precipita-
tion of energetic protons [Mende et al., 1980].
[16] The mapping of SAMPS into the same region where

the plasmapause shows an indentation (notch) or expansion

(shoulder) gives rise to the assumption that they are caused
by the expansion of the plasmasphere after the strong
erosion during a geomagnetic storm [Singh and Horwitz,
1992; Sandel et al., 2003], when there are still enhanced
fluxes of trapped ring current ions. As the cold plasma of
the plasmasphere corotates and interacts with the ring
current, the lower-limit ion energy is lowered, allowing a
larger fraction of the ring current ion distribution to locally
interact with EMIC waves. The resonance then causes
particle precipitation locally either at the density increase
at the plasmapause or within single flux tubes of increased
cold plasma density that may be too small to be resolved in
EUV images but could explain the very localized appear-
ance in the proton aurora images [Carpenter et al., 2002].
Depending on their latitude position, the 300 km spots map
to 3000–9000 km at the magnetic equator. However, this is
rather an upper limit as the true spot size may be smaller
(section 2).
[17] During the refilling of the plasmasphere, several

wave-particle interactions were described [Singh and
Horwitz, 1992]. They influence primarily the cold plasma
that refills the emptied plasmasphere but may also interact
with the hot ion population of the ring current [Burch et
al., 2001]. EMIC waves are just one possibility besides

Figure 5. (top) EUV image of the plasmasphere at 0806
on 26 November 2001, as mapped to the geomagnetic
equator. The dynamic range was exaggerated to show the
notch in the plasmapause at L = 3 and MLT = 4 hours. The
left part shows the EUV image with L = 3 and L = 5 rings
and the noon meridian to the left. The right part shows the
location of SAMPS at ±5 min around the EUV center time
mapped to the magnetic equatorial plane. (bottom) The
same for 3 August 2002 at 1740 UT when SAMPS were
observed around 1000 MLT.

Figure 6. (top) Location of the proton spot on 3 August
2002 in magnetic local time. The least squares fitted average
motion is 88% of corotation speed. (bottom) Location of the
plasmaspheric shoulder that was observed simultaneously
by IMAGE-EUV. The least squares fitted motion is 94% of
the corotation speed.
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electrostatic ion Bernstein waves and lower hybrid drift
waves that can cause enhanced pitch angle scattering of ions
[Søraas et al., 1999]. The waves may be generated by the
energetic ring current ions themselves or by electron beams,
as may have been the case for the 27 August 2000 event
(see Figure 4). More cases and especially simultaneous
wave measurements by spacecraft like Polar or Cluster at
the plasmapause should help to further investigate the likely
cause of SAMPS.
[18] It is another question to be answered in further

research if the SAMPS map into the low plasma density
region of the notch in the 26 November case or if they map
to the plasmapause at the notch, where there is the strong
density gradient from the high-density plasmasphere to the
lower-density outer region. The notch, that is the region of
lower plasma density, is surrounded by higher plasma
density. It is therefore harder to imagine how the lower
plasma density could lower the EMIC instability threshold.
One possibility could be that the early stage of cold plasma
refilling may modify the instability criteria within the notch
region. On the other hand it has to be noted that the dynamic
range of Figure 5 was exaggerated to clearer show the
mapping of SAMPS into the notch. A slightly different
dynamic range would have moved the darker region of the
image more outward, and the SAMPS would have mapped
just inside of what appears to be the plasmapause. More
examples have to be found and estimates of the plasma
density conjugate to SAMPS could answer this question.
[19] The quantitative analysis of the proton and ‘‘elec-

tron’’ aurora images provides additional insight into the
source of these spots. During the coincident DMSP particle
measurements on 6 September, a precipitating flux of
0.15 mW/m2 is measured (Figure 4). The quantitative
calibration of SI-12 provides an expected signal of 17 counts
per 1 mW/m2 energy flux for protons of 25 keV mean
energy [Frey et al., 2003]. The measured 13 counts above
background provide a 5 times brighter signal than expected,
indicating that there are higher-energy protons missing in
the DMSP measurements, as speculated in section 2. The
coincident proton and ‘‘electron’’ aurora images at 0943 on
11 November 2001 show a WIC/SI-12 count ratio of 10 in
the spot. For pure proton precipitation, that ratio is only
expected for protons of 2 keV mean energy. We do not have
coincident particle measurements for this case, but this low-
energy value is in stark contrast to the DMSP observations
on 6 September and 27 August. At higher proton energies
the expected ratio is larger (20 for 8 keV protons), and this
also excludes any additional electron precipitation contri-
bution as this would rather increase the expected ratio for
any proton energy and could never reduce the expected
larger ratios down to the observed value of 10. We can only
speculate that the true proton distribution was either not
isotropic and kappa-like (as used for the model calculations
in the work of Gérard et al. [2000] and Frey et al. [2003]),
or made out of a bienergetic distribution, or of mean energy
much higher than 50 keV. For proton energies above
100 keV it is expected that the WIC/SI-12 count ratio will
again decline; however, such calculations have not been
performed yet and have to be left for future work.
[20] Solar wind parameters from ACE and WIND were

searched for obvious relationships to the occurrence of
SAMPS (see Figures 2 and 3). There is some indication

of a preferred occurrence during periods of low solar wind
density and positive IMF Bz. However, the best relationship
was found with geomagnetic indices Kp and Dst (Figure 7).
All observed SAMPS occurred during the recovery period
after a geomagnetic storm. Dst had generally recovered to
about 1/5 of the minimum storm value and Kp was at or
below 2.
[21] A very strong relationship was found between the

geomagnetic latitude of SAMPS and the minimum Dst of
the previous storm (Figure 8a). As the latitudes of the spots
did not considerably change during the observation periods,
the median values are good representations of their location.
The lowest latitudes were found after the strongest storms
and the correlation between both quantities is 0.98. Previous
research with in situ measurements by the CRRES satellite
showed that the plasmapause generally moved inward after
storms on the nightside and dawnside [Moldwin et al.,
2003]. The observation of the strong relationship between
the minimum Dst and the SAMPS latitude confirms this
result with an even stronger correlation.
[22] Another relationship (though only R = �0.68) was

found between the L shell of the SAMPS location and the
corotation speed of the spot (Figure 8b). For spots at lower
L shell (lower latitude), greater corotation speeds around
95% are found. For larger L shells (higher latitude) the
corotation drops to �80%. This result is consistent with a
strong corotational electric field at smaller geocentric dis-
tances, a reduced influence of it at larger distances, and the
predictions of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo theory
[Burch et al., 2004].
[23] There is certainly a major morphological difference

between the very localized SAMPS at the morningside and
the elongated subauroral arcs in the afternoon. The event in
the work of Spasojevic et al. [2004] demonstrated the

Figure 7. Geomagnetic Dst index around the periods of
two SAMPS observations. Vertical lines mark the periods of
SAMPS observations as shown in Table 1.
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relationship between the extended plasmaspheric plume and
the elongated subauroral arc. As that arc mapped to geo-
synchronous location, the coincident geosynchronous data
supported the idea of a cause in EMIC waves. In our case
we could only find the connection to the much smaller
plasmaspheric notch and the shoulder extension which in
part could explain the smaller size. Furthermore, satellite
measurements demonstrated a much smaller probability of
EMIC waves in the morning sector than in the afternoon
[Fraser and Nguyen, 2001], and this could also explain that
resonance regions are much more extended in the afternoon
then in the morning.

4. Conclusions

[24] The observations in section 2 can be summarized as
follows. Regions of very localized enhanced Doppler-
shifted Lyman-alpha emission from protons of likely more
than 30 keV energy occur in the morning sector between
0300 and 1200 MLT. They can last for 1–4 hours, are very
stable in geomagnetic latitude, map to L shells of 3–7, and
move with 70–95% of the corotation speed. They occur in
the recovery phase after geomagnetic storms. Their geo-
magnetic latitude is determined by the minimum Dst of the

preceding geomagnetic storm. Their corotational lag
depends on the latitude (or L shell).
[25] The observations are not very frequent. The two

major reasons are the occurrence after geomagnetic storms
(which are not very frequent) and their low brightness that
may prevent their detection after every storm. The strongest
indication of a relationship to density structures in the
plasmapause are their corotation with the same lag as
plasmaspheric plumes [Sandel et al., 2003; Adrian et al.,
2004], the very strong relationship between the latitude and
the minimum Dst of the preceding storm, and their corota-
tional lag according to their latitude. As the plasmapause is
pushed inward during strong geomagnetic storms [Sandel et
al., 2003; Moldwin et al., 2004], the slow plasmasphere
expansion in the recovery phase must be one of the major
conditions for the occurrence of SAMPS.
[26] It is not completely clear if the present observations

describe the same phenomenon as the creation of stable
auroral red (SAR) arcs from enhanced pitch angle scattering
of protons [Søraas et al., 1999]. SAR arcs are extended in
local time, rather narrow in latitude, and were in the past
described as resulting from electron precipitation [Kozyra et
al., 1982]. Our SAMPS are very localized in both local time
and latitude and are caused by protons. More investigation
is need to determine if these are two different phenomena or
if a sensitivity issue prevents the SI-12 from observing the
more extended arcs. Future work will also include investi-
gation of a possible connection to magnetic pulsations on
the ground [Mende et al., 1980] and will extend the
relationship to corotating plasmapause structures as seen
by IMAGE-EUV. More investigation is also need to deter-
mine if EMIC wave interaction is really the dominating
process or if electrostatic ion Bernstein waves, lower hybrid
drift waves, or Coulomb scattering of ring current protons
through the interaction with the cold plasmaspheric plasma
account for the SAMPS creation.
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